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Top ten search terms for February on mallowstreet revealed
mallowstreet, the platform bringing the institutional pensions industry together to help solve the
pensions and savings crisis, today publishes the top ten search terms for February from its 3,000 strong
community.
Stuart Breyer, CEO at mallowstreet, commented: “It’s very positive as we enter a busy period for
pensions, to see our community’s top searches being around governance and regulation. A greater
understanding and making steps to improve the running of schemes is vital for trustees and this is
reflected by the interest from our community for getting to grips with these issues.
“As we are now weeks away from the start of formal negotiations with Brussels, it is interesting to see
terms such as Regulation / MFID and Brexit appearing. Having just witnessed an almost entirely
pensions-free speech from the Chancellor yesterday, one might wonder if this is intentional, or owing
to a preoccupation with Brexit.”
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Scheme Governance
LISA
Regulation / MIFID
European Equities
Inflation
Brexit
Defined Contribution
De-Risking
Infrastructure
Credit
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About mallowstreet
mallowstreet’s mission is to help solve the pensions and savings crisis, ensuring that everyone who
has a promised pension receives it in full. We recognise that there are unnecessary barriers among
different stakeholders within the industry, and so we built mallowstreet to enhance connectivity and
collaboration. mallowstreet helps community members build and strengthen relationships, access top
quality education, collaborate effectively and enhance distribution.
The community has over 3,000 members who control over £2 trillion of pension fund assets.
Membership includes: Chief Investment Officers, Chair of Trustees, Investment Committee Members,
Plan Managers, Scheme Secretaries, Member Nominated Trustees, Investment Consultants, Lawyers,
Actuaries, Accountants, Administrators, Specialist Advisors, Academics, Investment Bankers, Asset
Managers, Hedge Fund Managers and Buy-Out Providers.
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